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ABSTRACT

Deforestation and degradation of tropical old-growth forests has the potential to cause catastrophic species extinctions. In this review, we assess whether regenerating secondary forests (SF) can support species typically found in old-growth forest (OG) and so prevent extinctions. We review 65 studies that compare faunal diversity in SF and corresponding OG, and compare the similarity of species composition both within and between these two forest types using the Sorensen, Morisita–Horn and Sorensen–Chao indices. Comparisons between traditional similarity indices and Sorensen–Chao, which minimizes sampling biases, indicated that limited sampling effort consistently reduced apparent similarity between SF and OG and that similarity between SF and OG is actually higher than previously appreciated. Similarity, which ranges from 0 to 1, varied from 0.49 to 0.92 between replicate OG sites and was correlated with similarity between SF and OG. This correlation might be an artefact of variation among studies in sampling effort, especially for vertebrates where small samples reduce apparent similarity across all comparisons, as well as a real effect of variation among studies in landscape heterogeneity and the presence of species with patchy distributions. Therefore, similarity between SF and OG cannot be interpreted without an understanding of background variation in OG. Similarity between different SF sites provided no evidence that disturbance specialists dominate SF. Similarity to OG increased rapidly with SF age; when SF was contiguous with OG; when SF was growing in small clearings; and after low intensity land uses including clearing only, shifting agriculture and tree plantations. This describes the most frequently observed tropical SF: isolated from roads and on hilly terrain unsuitable for mechanized agriculture. Thus, our analyses indicate that tropical SF can play an important role in biodiversity conservation particularly when OG forests are nearby. An important caveat remains, however. Abundance, geographic range and levels of habitat specialization are often related. Widespread, abundant, habitat generalists might dominate similarity analyses even when relatively rare OG specialists are present. Additional species-level analyses of habitat specialization will be needed before the conservation value of tropical SF is fully understood.
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1. Introduction

The two dominant types of land-use change occurring in the tropics today potentially have opposing effects on biodiversity conservation (Wright and Muller-Landau, 2006). The quantitatively most important change is deforestation and disturbance of old-growth forests (Achard et al., 2002; Hansen and DeFries, 2004; Wright, 2005; Asner et al., 2006). Habitat loss is the leading cause of modern extinctions and since the majority of all described species inhabit tropical forests, and an even larger proportion of undescribed species is believed to do so (Raven, 1988; Dirzo and Raven, 2003), the continued loss and degradation of tropical forests has the potential to cause a globally significant mass extinction. The second most important land-use change in the tropics is the regeneration of secondary vegetation on previously deforested and degraded lands (Achard et al., 2002; Hansen and DeFries, 2004; Asner et al., in press). Degraded and secondary forests comprise five of the 11 million km² of tropical forest that remains today (ITTO, 2002). In this review, we evaluate the species composition of secondary forests (SF) and nearby old-growth forests (OG) to determine whether the widespread regeneration of SF might mitigate the catastrophic species loss predicted from the loss of tropical OG.

Four recent reviews have addressed faunal recovery in secondary tropical forests (Dunn, 2004; Bowen et al., 2007; Gardner et al., 2007a; Chazdon et al., in press). Dunn (2004) found that species richness in SF resembled that of OG just 20–40 years after abandonment, but differences in species composition were more persistent. Dunn (2004) synthesized species richness data from 33 studies including a wide range of animal taxa; however, his analysis of species composition was restricted to three bird and four ant studies and therefore has limited generality. Bowen et al. (2007) include all animal taxa but their review is discursive and does not attempt a quantitative analysis, rather the authors identify gaps in current knowledge and highlight directions for further research. They conclude that species' utilisation of SF is highly variable and is strongly influenced by land-use history. Gardner et al. (2007a) summarize 37 studies that examine vertebrate species composition in secondary tropical forests. They draw attention to the paucity of studies with sufficient sampling effort and robust study design, particularly highlighting flaws in sampling and data analysis. Chazdon et al. (in press) review the proportion of OG species present in SF for 26 studies of animal and plant species. They suggest that the conservation value of SF increased with time since abandonment and was highest in regions where the ratio of SF to OG is relatively low, OG forests are close to regenerating SF, post-abandonment disturbance is low and seed dispersing fauna persist. All four reviews suggest that the results of many studies might be biased by limitations in sampling techniques and by the confounding effects of site characteristics, but none attempts to quantify how these factors affect similarity of species composition between SF and OG.

Insufficient sampling effort is the most frequent limitation encountered in these studies (Dunn, 2004; Bowen et al., 2007; Gardner et al., 2007a; Chazdon et al., in press). Local vertebrate faunas often include hundreds of species, and no one yet knows how many invertebrate species might coexist in tropical forests. Many of these species are truly rare (Terborgh et al., 1990; Robinson and Tuck, 1996; Novotny and Basset, 2000; Robinson et al., 2000). Species-rich communities with many rare species are difficult to sample. Many studies of the similarity in species composition between tropical OG and SF have used presence–absence data and incidence-based similarity indices to quantify similarity. These indices are highly sensitive to sample size especially when assemblages include many rare species and consistently underestimate similarity when sample size is small or sampling effort is unequally distributed across sites (Chao et al., 2005, 2006). Unequal sampling effort characterizes many tropical SF–OG comparisons, with greater effort expended in OG in 63% of the studies reviewed here. New abundance-based indices reduce bias by correcting for unseen, shared species (Chao et al., 2005). Chao et al. (2005) suggest that their new Sorensen and Jaccard estimators should be employed when similarity of relative abundance, and not just presence or absence, of species is important; samples differ in size; under sampling is suspected; or there are many rare species. These explicit recommendations suggest that these new abundance-based indices are ideally suited to estimate similarity in species composition among hyper-diverse tropical forests.

We use several diversity indices to evaluate hypotheses concerning the species composition of tropical forests with different histories of anthropogenic disturbance. Some biologists have suggested that widespread "trash" species or disturbance specialists proliferate in secondary tropical forests (Stotz et al., 1996), suggesting that similarity should be very high among replicate SF sites. Over time SF accumulates species and similarity to OG increases. However, site and landscape factors affect the rates of species colonization and accumulation in SF. Many studies of SF diversity and composition have underplayed the importance of these environmental variables (Chazdon, 2003). A range of conditions can slow species recovery. Intense disturbance such as fires, heavy grazing and agriculture, bulldozing or high-impact logging can reduce residual vegetation and seed sources and generate highly disturbed or compacted soils, which slow forest regeneration (Pinard et al., 1996; Guariguata and Ostertag, 2001; Chinea, 2002; Zarin et al., 2005). In contrast, forest patches and mature trees in the landscape can contribute seed sources and wildlife refugia that enhance forest regrowth and species colonization. Thus, landscape characteristics interact with local site factors to determine rates of species colonization and accumulation (Johnson et al., 2000; Moran et al., 2000; Zarin et al., 2001; Chazdon, 2003).

With the proliferation of SF across the tropics, a current quantitative review of the conservation value of these systems is essential. We analyze data from 62 published articles that record the recovery of vertebrate and invertebrate community composition in secondary tropical forests. We extend previous reviews (Dunn, 2004; Bowen et al., 2007; Gardner et al., 2007a) by using newly formulated indices to quantify similarity between SF and OG that minimize bias associated with low or unequal sampling effort. We also provide the first quantitative assessment of the effects of forest age, site history and landscape characteristics on community recovery across a broad range of taxa, and specifically address the following hypotheses:

1. Common, disturbance specialists dominate secondary forest and therefore similarity among replicate secondary forest sites is high.
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2. Many species are restricted to old-growth forests and therefore similarity between secondary and nearby old-growth forests is low.

3. During succession old-growth specialists recruit into secondary forests and early successional species drop out, so species composition of secondary forest becomes more similar to that of old-growth forest with increasing time since abandonment.

4. Site characteristics influence the rate at which old-growth forest species accumulate in secondary forest, with greater isolation from old-growth forest and greater disturbance intensity prior to abandonment slowing succession and reducing similarity in species composition between secondary and old-growth forests.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Forest and species definitions

We rely on descriptions in the original articles to identify SF and OG. We limited SF to natural regeneration of woody vegetation on abandoned lands following complete clearance of OG by humans. We excluded studies where the SF was the result of natural disturbances or partial forest clearance (e.g. selective logging) or where forest regrowth had been assisted by human activities such as planting seedlings or seeds. OG refers to natural forests that have no record of anthropogenic forest clearance. As the history of most of these forests is poorly recorded, we recognize that OG might include forests subjected to variable anthropogenic disturbances that are less intense than clear felling for pasture, agriculture or plantations, such as hunting or selective timber extraction.

We define habitat generalists as species that inhabit both OG and SF. We define disturbance specialists as species restricted to highly disturbed and early successional forest and OG specialists as species that have behavioural or dietary requirements that can only be met by old forest, for example, cavity-nesting species of birds that require large, dead trees (Cornelius et al., 2008).

2.2. Literature search

We located most of the articles reviewed here using ISI Web of Science database searches (http://www.isiwebofknowledge.com). We used the following search terms: Secondary and Forest* and Tropic*, Disturb* and Forest* and Tropic*, Forest* and Disturb* and Bird* or Mammal* or Amphibian* or Reptile* or Invertebrate* or Butterfly*. Searches were limited to the years 1975–2008. Additional articles were found in the literature cited by these articles and by recent reviews (Bowen et al., 2007; Gardner et al., 2007a).

We only included the 62 articles that provided species-level incidence or abundance data for SF and OG. Two articles presented data for multiple taxa, we analysed the taxa separately, so we examined 65 separate studies.

We recorded the following site characteristics: location, SF age, distance from SF to OG, and previous land use of the SF. SF age was recorded as years since abandonment, or, if an age range was provided, as the midpoint of that range. The four previous land use categories were plantation, cleared and not cultivated, shifting or slash and burn agriculture, and intensive agriculture or pasture. The distance from SF to OG was dichotomized as either contiguous with OG or not contiguous with OG. This classification is an over estimate, as the midpoint of that range. The four previous land use categories were plantation, cleared and not cultivated, shifting or slash and burn agriculture, and intensive agriculture or pasture. If data from more than one SF or OG site was presented, we recorded these data separately. In each of the original articles replicate SF and OG sites were placed to reduce altitudinal and edaphic variation.

We held census methods constant for all similarity estimates. For example, where mist-net and point-count data were presented separately for birds we compared data from the two methods separately. We used the census method that provided the more complete assessment of species diversity in subsequent analyses; for example, we used point-count data in preference to mist-net data for birds. We excluded one article that confounded forest age and sampling methodology (Appendix A).

2.3. Data analysis

We distinguished secondary-secondary (SF–SF), secondary–old-growth (SF–OG) and old-growth–old-growth (OG–OG) comparisons and calculated the incidence based Sorensen index (\(S_{\text{classic}}\)) and the abundance-based Morisita–Horn index and Sorensen Chao estimator (\(S_{\text{chao}}\)) for every comparison of replicate sites within each of the 65 studies. Additionally, we calculated the proportion of OG species present in SF for all SF–OG comparisons. The \(S_{\text{classic}}\) index is calculated as

\[
S_{\text{classic}} = \frac{2A}{2A + B + C}
\]

where \(A\) is the number of shared species between two sites and \(B\) and \(C\) are the number species unique to each site, thus the \(S_{\text{classic}}\) index is the proportion of species shared between two sites adjusted for the number present at both sites. Insufficient and uneven sampling bias the \(S_{\text{classic}}\) index downwards (Chao et al., 2006). However, by using this index we were able to use all studies, even unreplicated incidence data, to generate the largest possible set of comparisons. We calculated Morisita–Horn similarity indices for all 38 studies that included abundance data. We chose the Morisita–Horn index because, of all the traditional abundance-based similarity indices, Morisita–Horn is the most robust to uneven and insufficient sampling (Chao et al., 2006). To further remove biases associated with under sampling, we applied the jackknife method recommended by Schechtman and Wang (2004) to the Morisita–Horn index (henceforth, Jackknife Morisita–Horn index). To calculate the \(S_{\text{chao}}\) index, two sites must have at least 10 shared species and one or more shared species that occurs twice at one site (Chao et al., 2006). To evaluate possible bias in the \(S_{\text{classic}}\) and Jackknife Morisita–Horn indices, we calculated all three similarity indices for the 21 studies that met these final criteria. The \(S_{\text{classic}}\) and \(S_{\text{chao}}\) indices were calculated using EstimateS software (v. 8.0; Colwell, 2004). The Jackknife Morisita–Horn index was calculated using the vegan library (v. 1.13–8; Oksanen et al., 2008) in R (v. 2.7.2; R Core Team 8 Development, 2008). For further details about the calculation of the \(S_{\text{classic}}, S_{\text{chao}}\) and Morisita–Horn indices refer to Chao et al. (2006). To indentify how sampling effect affects similarity between two sites, we used the 38 studies that presented abundance data to calculate the mean number of individuals sampled per species for each comparison as a surrogate for sampling effort. We then used regression analysis to investigate the relationship between this metric and the \(S_{\text{classic}}\) index.

To investigate similarity within and between forest types, we calculated the \(S_{\text{classic}}\) index for all possible site comparisons for studies with replicate sites in both SF and OG. We then calculated mean values for SF–SF, SF–OG and OG–OG comparisons within each study and used standardised major axis regression (SMA) to estimate slopes, intercepts and their 95% confidence intervals for relationships between SF–OG similarity vs. OG–OG similarity and between SF–OG similarity vs. SF–SF similarity. SMA analysis is used to estimate the line best describing the bivariate scatter of X and Y, where there is variance in both the X and Y variables (Warton et al., 2006). Too few studies presented abundance data.
for multiple SF and OG sites to permit this analysis for the Jackknife Morisita–Horn or $S_{\text{chao}}$ indices. We used the program SMATR to conduct the standardised major axis regression (Warton et al., 2006).

To evaluate the effect of SF age, we calculated the $S_{\text{classic}}$ index and, if abundance data were presented the Jackknife Morisita–Horn index between OG and each SF for every study with two or more SF ages. We then plotted SF–OG similarity against SF age using mean values when there were replicate sites at a particular SF age. We also plotted the mean similarity for OG–OG comparisons on the same graph for studies that included two or more OG surveys. We used Sign Tests to assess whether similarity ($S_{\text{classic}}$) to OG increased significantly with SF age. Each within-study comparison of a SF with the next older SF contributed once to the Sign Test. Thus, a study with $n$ SF ages contributed $n-1$ comparisons to the sample size for the Sign Test.

We used analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) to evaluate the hypotheses that SF age, SF isolation and land-use history influenced similarity. The dependent variable was the $S_{\text{classic}}$ index for all studies, with a second analysis performed for the Jackknife Morisita–Horn index for studies with abundance data. The two grouping factors – SF isolation and land-use history – are dependent. The clearest example of this dependence is provided by shifting agriculture, which was virtually always contiguous with old-growth forest. For this reason, we performed two ANCOVAs with SF age as the covariate and SF isolation or land-use history as the single grouping factor using R (v. 2.7.2; R Core Team 8 Development, 2008). Preliminary analyses evaluated the homogeneity of slopes assumption of ANCOVA (i.e., SF age by site characteristic interactions). All SF age by site characteristic interactions were insignificant, and only the main effects of SF age and site characteristic are presented.

3. Results

3.1. Literature summary

The 65 studies were located in 23 countries distributed broadly across the tropics with 20 studies in South America, 14 in Central America and the Caribbean, 8 in Africa, 20 in South and Southeast Asia and 3 in Australasia (Appendix A). The 65 studies included 44 locations (on the scale of a research station or national park). Several taxa were studied in the Rio Jari watershed (4 studies) and the Biological Diversity of Forest Fragments Project (4), Brazil; the La Selva Biological Station, Costa Rica (4); and Lore Lindu National Park, Sulawesi, Indonesia (5). There were 23, 13, 14 and 15 studies for invertebrates, amphibians and reptiles, birds and mammals, respectively. The 23 invertebrate studies include 2 for arachnids and 21 for insects, with 9, 6, 5 and 1 studies for butterflies, ants, beetles and termites, respectively.

The 65 studies included 114 SF sites (here we treat replicate plots within a single even aged stand as one site). Secondary forests

Fig. 1. The age of 97 secondary forests surveyed for species composition of an animal taxa, from 46 published articles that provide secondary forest age (Appendix A).

Fig. 2. The relationship between the Sorensen$_{\text{chao}}$ similarity index and (A) the proportion of old-growth species present in secondary forest, (B) Sorensen$_{\text{classic}}$ and (C) Jackknife Morisita–Horn similarity indices. Data points represent old-growth and secondary forest comparisons from 21 study that meet the criteria required for robust calculation of Sorensen$_{\text{chao}}$. 
of known age were mostly young, with 65 less than 21 years old and only 11 more than 40 years old (Fig. 1). Secondary forests with known land-use history grew on land abandoned from intensive, large-scale agriculture or pasture (N = 35), shifting agriculture (N = 44), or plantations (N = 10) or on land that had been cleared but not farmed (N = 20). Secondary forests from described landscapes were contiguous with old-growth (N = 76), contiguous with other disturbed forests (N = 29) or isolated from any other forest (N = 4). The original articles did not give SF age, land-use history and SF isolation for 17, 5 and 5 sites, respectively.

3.2. Similarity in species composition among different forest types

Across all OG–SF comparisons, the mean proportion of OG species present in SF was 0.58 (±0.006). Similarity in species composition between SF and OG was consistently higher when calculated using \( S_{\text{ciassic}} \) than the traditional incidence based \( S_{\text{clasic}} \) or the abundance-based Jackknife Morisita–Horn indices (Fig. 2B and C, respectively). The single exception was a 1-year old SF that had low species overlap with nearby OG (Raman et al., 1998). The \( S_{\text{clasic}} \) index was significantly positively correlated with the mean number of individuals sampled per species for vertebrates (\( r = 0.499, \ P = 0.0132 \)), but not for invertebrates (\( r < 0.001, \ P = 0.981 \)).

Replication is essential to evaluate similarity in species composition yet just 11 studies provided data for replicate SF and OG sites. Too few studies presented abundance data for multiple SF and OG sites to evaluate similarity for replicate sites with the Jackknife Morisita–Horn or \( S_{\text{clasic}} \) indices. Mean values of the \( S_{\text{clasic}} \) index were 0.708 (±0.035), 0.577 (±0.035) and 0.614 (±0.037) for OG–OG, SF–OG and SF–SF comparisons, respectively. There were significant positive relationships between OG–OG and SF–OG \( S_{\text{clasic}} \) similarity (Fig. 3A, \( r^2 = 0.542, \ P = 0.010 \)) and also between SF–SF and SF–OG \( S_{\text{clasic}} \) similarity (Fig. 3B; \( r^2 = 0.717, \ P < 0.001 \)) for the 11 studies that provided replicate SF and OG sites. For both relationships the major axis slopes and intercepts were indistinguishable from one and zero, respectively (Slope (95% CI) = 0.957 (0.586–1.562), intercept = –0.101 (–0.454 to 0.252) for the OG–OG vs. SF–OG relationship and Slope = 0.891 (0.603–1.318), intercept = 0.039 (–0.183 to 0.262) for the SF–SF vs. SF–OG relationship). Thus, this first analysis suggests that there are very large differences among studies in similarity regardless of forest type. This has important implications for the interpretation of subsequent analyses that include sites from multiple studies (see Section 4).

3.3. Effects of forest age and site and landscape characteristics

We calculated the \( S_{\text{clasic}} \) index for each SF–OG comparison for the 22 studies that included multiple SF ages (Fig. 4). We then compared SF–OG similarity for each temporally contiguous SF pair within each study, summed over studies, and found a significant
tendency for SF–OG similarity to increase with SF age (29 increases vs. 10 decreases, Sign Test, \( P = 0.0017 \)), with more increases than decreases for each major taxon (10 vs. 1, 7 vs. 4, 5 vs. 1, and 7 vs. 4 for birds, herpetofauna, mammals and invertebrates, respectively). Twelve of these 22 studies included abundance data, and the Jackknife Morisita–Horn index behaved similarly (Fig. 5, 16 increases vs. 5 decreases, Sign Test, \( P = 0.027 \)). Seven of the chronosequence studies also included replicate OG sites, and OG–OG similarity was always within 17% of SF–OG similarity for the oldest SF for these seven studies (Figs. 4 and 5).

The mean proportion of OG species in SF increased with SF age from 0.35 (±0.05) in SF < 5 years old to 0.80 (±0.06) in SF > 50 years old. Site and landscape conditions both affected the colonization of SF by OG species. The proportion of OG species present in SF was 0.686 (±0.026), 0.629 (±0.015), 0.611 (±0.039) and 0.458 (±0.026) for SF regenerating after forest clearance with no cultivation, shifting agriculture, plantation and intensive agriculture or pasture, respectively. SF contiguous to old-growth had a slightly higher proportion of OG species (0.587, ±0.007) compared to SF not contiguous with OG (0.552, ±0.020).

Fig. 4. Sørensen\(\text{Classic}\) similarity indices (\(S_{\text{Classic}}\)) for comparisons of secondary (SF) and old-growth (OG) forests for (A) birds, (B) herpetofauna, (C) mammals and (D) invertebrates. Solid lines represent mean SF–OG similarity for a chronosequence of secondary forests. Closed circles represent mean OG–OG similarity when available, and dashed lines connect OG–OG similarity with SF–OG similarity for the oldest SF included in the study. Colours represent 22 studies (Andrade and Rubio-Torgler, 1994; Blake and Loiselle, 2001; Borges, 2007; Bowman et al., 1990; Raman et al., 1998; Raman, 2001 for birds; Bowman et al., 1990; Glor et al., 2001; Heinen, 1992; Kanowski et al., 2006; Pawar et al., 2004; Tocher et al., 2002; Vallan, 2002 for herpetofauna; Castro-Luna et al., 2007; Estrada et al., 1994; Sorensen and Fedigan, 2000 for mammals; and Bowman et al., 1990; Grove, 2002; House et al., 2006; Quintero and Roslin, 2005; Vasconeelos, 1999; Veddeler et al., 2005 for invertebrates). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 5. Jackknife Morisita–Horn similarity indices for comparisons of secondary (SF) and old-growth (OG) forests for (A) vertebrates and (B) invertebrates. Solid lines represent mean SF–OG similarity for chronosequences of secondary forests. Closed circles represent mean OG–OG similarity when available, and dashed lines connect OG–OG similarity with SF–OG similarity for the oldest SF included in the study. Colours represent 12 studies (Andrade and Rubio-Torgler, 1994; Blake and Loiselle, 2001; Borges, 2007; Raman et al., 1998 for birds; Glor et al., 2001; Heinen, 1992 for herpetofauna; Castro-Luna et al., 2007; Estrada et al., 1994 for mammals; Grove, 2002; House et al., 2006; Quintero and Roslin, 2005; Veddeler et al., 2005 for invertebrates). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
For the $S_{\text{classic}}$ index, SF forest age, land-use history and isolation affected SF-OG similarity significantly (Table 1; Fig. 6). SF-OG similarity was significantly smaller for SF recovering from intensive agriculture or pasture than for SF recovering from slash and burn agriculture or after clearing without cultivation (Tukey’s HSD). SF-OG similarity was significantly greater for SF that was contiguous to OG than for SF contiguous to other disturbed forests or entirely isolated from other forests (Tukey’s HSD). For the abundance-based Jackknife Morisita–Horn index, SF-OG similarity increased significantly with SF age (Table 1); however, none of the site characteristics had a significant effect perhaps because sample size was much smaller for the Jackknife Morisita–Horn than for the $S_{\text{classic}}$ index (Table 1).

4. Discussion

4.1. Problems estimating faunal similarity for species-rich tropical forests

Sensitivity to sample size varies widely among the indices used to quantify similarity in species composition (Chao et al., 2005, 2006). Previously, the traditional Sorensen, Jaccard and Morisita–Horn indices have been used to quantify similarity between secondary (SF) and old-growth (OG) tropical forests. Small, unequal sample sizes bias all three indices downwards (Chao et al., 2005, 2006). This downward bias was evident here for vertebrates and the traditional Sorensen similarity index, which increased with the number of individuals sampled per species ($r = 0.499$, $P = 0.0132$). Tropical forest animals are likely to be under sampled because there are hundreds (vertebrates) to thousands (insects) of sympatric species, which are frequently elusive and/or truly rare (Terborgh et al., 1999; Robinson and Tuck, 1996; Novotny and Basset, 2000; Robinson et al., 2000). To gain insight into the potential for inadequate sample representation to bias apparent similarity downwards, we compared the traditional $S_{\text{classic}}$ and Jackknife Morisita–Horn indices with a new $S_{\text{Chao}}$ index, which provides an unbiased estimate of similarity over a very wide range of sample sizes (Chao et al., 2005, 2006). Estimated similarity was consistently greater for the $S_{\text{Chao}}$ index than for the two traditional indices (Fig. 2), suggesting that similarity in faunal species composition between tropical SF and OG is greater than has been appreciated previously.

To evaluate SF-OG similarity, it is also important to understand baseline variation among OG sites. Many of the studies we reviewed implicitly assume that OG sites have identical species composition. However, OG–OG similarity ranged across 43% of its possible range ($0.49 < S_{\text{classic}} < 0.92$) for the 11 studies that presented data from replicate OG sites. Furthermore, where background levels of OG–OG similarity were low SF–OG similarity was also low (Fig. 3A). This may be an artefact of variation among studies in sampling effort, especially for vertebrates where small samples reduce apparent similarity across all comparisons, as well as a real effect of variation among studies in landscape heterogeneity and the presence of species with patchy distributions. Many studies of SF–OG similarity have overlooked variation in species composition within OG. Species composition of OG varies locally in relation to edaphic variation, topography and historic disturbance events (Chazdon et al., 2007). Therefore, sufficient replication within OG is essential and caution must be used when interpreting SF–OG similarity in the absence of OG–OG comparisons.

4.2. Predictions concerning faunal similarity

We evaluated four predictions concerning similarity in species composition among tropical forests with different histories of
The conservation value of SF increases over time. As SF vegetation and species specialized to older, closed vegetation colonise from after abandonment and suggests that, like OG, SF contains relatively diverse assemblages of species able to tolerate a wide range of forest conditions (Chazdon, 2003; Petit and Petit, 2003; Barlow et al., 2007). The second prediction was that SF–OG similarity should be consistently low if large numbers of species are restricted to OG. However, even in very young SF (<10 years) the proportion of OG species present averaged 0.51 (±0.02) and SF–OG and OG–OG similarity were surprisingly similar (Fig. 3A). Tropical faunas undoubtedly include many species specialized to OG and many others specialized to disturbed habitats. However, the broad similarity in species composition between SF and OG evident in Fig. 3A suggests that SF could still play an important role in tropical conservation.

The final two predictions concern changes in SF–OG similarity with SF age and other site (previous land use) and landscape (distance to OG) characteristics. In every analysis we conducted SF–OG similarity increased significantly with SF age (Figs. 4-6, Table 1). The conservation value of SF increases over time. As SF vegetation matures, species specialized to open, disturbed habitats drop out and species specialized to older, closed vegetation colonise from remnant old-growth forest (Chazdon, 2003). Some species typical of OG may be missing from young SF but the increase in the proportion of OG species present in SF with time since abandonment suggests a gradual accumulation of OG species over time or "successional influx" (Chazdon et al., in press).

The rate at which secondary forests accumulate species is strongly affected by initial site conditions and the surrounding landscape (Chazdon, 2003; Chazdon et al., in press). Previous land use and distance to OG had significant effects on SF–OG similarity. Similarity to OG was greatest for SF contiguous with OG and where the previous land use was limited to shifting agriculture or clearing without agriculture (Table 1). A wide range of environmental conditions are likely to be responsible for these effects. Examples include the presence of residual trees and vegetation, the presence of pollinators and seed dispersers, and the extent of forest clearance and habitat composition at the landscape scale (Thomlinson et al., 1996; Blake and Loiselle, 2001; Chazdon, 2003; Arroyo-Mora et al., 2005; Muscarella and Fleming, 2007). Shifting agriculture typically occurs in small areas (<10 ha) contiguous with old-growth forest, where previous cultivation times were brief, soil disturbance was relatively low, and availability of seed dispersing animals is high (Finegan and Nasi, 2004). Thus, shifting agriculture provides a suite of conditions that favours rapid forest succession and the colonization and accumulation of old-growth species (Raman, 2001; Finegan and Nasi, 2004; Vullene et al., 2006). It has even been suggested that traditional shifting agricultural practices favour species that encourage forest succession (Diemont et al., 2006). In contrast, intensive agriculture tends to have the opposite characteristics and, hence, slower forest succession. Industrialised agriculture tends to extend over large areas within a matrix of agriculture and disturbed forest, often isolated from OG. In these habitats succession is slowed by a scarcity of seed sources and an absence of seed dispersing animals (Chazdon, 2003).

Dependence among landscape characteristics and land-use history limits causal inferences that might be drawn from our analyses (Table 1). We agree with other studies that call for experiments designed to disentangle landscape characteristics and land-use history to determine which of these factors has the largest impact on SF–OG faunal similarity (Barlow et al., 2007; Gardner et al., 2007b, 2009). We recommend, however, that any such experiments be informed by environmental conditions that describe real SF. More specifically, we suggest that the most relevant approach would be to determine the conditions that describe the majority of SF in the study region and design experiments for representative SF sites.

4.3. Caveats

Spatial scale can confound comparisons of faunal similarity if the spatial scale that influences species distributions differs among the sites being compared (Hill and Hamer, 2004; Dumbrell et al., 2008). In a study in Borneo, Dumbrell et al. (2008) found that species turnover and beta-diversity increased more rapidly with spatial scale in OG than in SF, presumably because large-scale anthropogenic disturbances tend to reduce habitat heterogeneity and increase spatial autocorrelation of species distributions. The 65 studies reviewed here uniformly sampled spatially constrained sites and the strong similarity evident between OG and SF at this spatial scale (Figs. 2–6) might not persist at landscape and regional scales. A second, related line of reasoning suggests that SF–OG similarity is likely to vary with spatial scale. Abundance, geographic range and levels of habitat specialization are often related, with habitat generalists tending to be widespread and abundant and habitat specialists tending to the opposite traits (Brown, 1995; Gaston and Kunin, 1997). Widespread, abundant, habitat generalists might dominate similarity analyses even when relatively rare OG specialists are present. A new meta-analysis of species-level studies of habitat specialization and new field studies of faunal similarity at larger spatial scales are needed to complete an evaluation of the conservation value of tropical SF.

4.4. Conservation implications

The 65 studies reviewed here clearly demonstrate that many tropical forest species tolerate secondary tropical forest (Figs. 3–5). This is perhaps not surprising given the rapid rates of secondary forest succession in the tropics. Short-lived, rapidly growing pioneer tree species accumulate up to 100 Mg/ha in above-ground biomass within 20 years of land abandonment (Brown and Lugo, 1990; Guariguata and Ostertag, 2001). The closure of the forest canopy and high rates of litterfall create environmental conditions that encourage recruitment of slow-growing, shade-tolerant tree species within 20 years (Guariguata and Ostertag, 2001) and woody plant species richness is often equivalent to old-growth within 80 years (Brown and Lugo, 1990). However, the generation times of most tropical tree species are measured in centuries and, even though, old-growth trees colonize the seedling layer relatively quickly (Norden et al., 2009), estimates of the time for species composition in the canopy layer to resemble old-growth range from 80 to 500 years (Richards, 1952; Riswan et al., 1985; Brown and Lugo, 1990; Whitmore, 1991; Kartawinata, 1994; Guariguata and Ostertag, 2001). Thus, secondary tropical forests rapidly attain many aspects of the structure, environment and diversity of old-growth forests while plant species composition lags behind (Raman et al., 1998; Dewalt et al., 2003; Lamb et al., 2005; Liebisch et al., 2008).
The recovery of forest structure and plant diversity sets the stage for faunal recovery. Recovery can be rapid for animals dependent on structural traits that recover rapidly. For example, in Amazonian SF contiguous with OG, understorey insectivorous birds increase approximately 10 years after abandonment as the understorey micro-climate starts to resemble old-growth (Andrade and Rubio-Torgler, 1994). Recovery is slower for animals dependent on structural traits or plant species that recover slowly. For example, saproxylic beetles only become abundant as large woody debris and dead trees increase in tropical Australia (Grove, 2002), and folivorous primates whose diet includes mature shade-tolerant tree species are absent from West African secondary forests (Fimbrel, 1994). Thus, animal species that inhabit old-growth forests will colonize secondary forests at different species-specific times during succession, and the potential of a secondary tropical forest to conserve old-growth species increases with its age (Figs. 4 and 5, Table 1). If secondary forests are allowed to develop structural complexity and species diversity then they can play an important supplementary role in efforts to boost forest species populations in landscapes that have been heavily modified by human-use.

Across the studies we review the proportion of old-growth species present in old SF was high (0.80 ± 0.06 for forest >50 years old). However, regional endemics are often highly susceptible to land-use change (Scales and Marsden, 2008). A number of the studies reviewed here that report high representation of OG species in SF (>70% of OG species) also report a SF fauna depauperate in endemic species and species with highly specialized dietary or habitat requirements (Spitzer et al., 1993; Ferson et al., 2005; Veddeler et al., 2005; Renner et al., 2006). The possibility that species that are consistently absent from SF tend to be the most threatened species should be explored.

Site selection biases might influence our perception of the potential conservation value of tropical SF. The SF sites studied to date tend to be young (Fig. 1), contiguous with OG (70% of SF sites), and abandoned immediately after clearing or after shifting agriculture (59%). Young SF constrains SF-OG similarity while proximity to OG and benign prior land uses increase SF-OG similarity (Figs. 4 and 5, Table 1). Thus, the potential for SF site selection to bias perceptions of the conservation value of tropical SF is real. It would clearly be inappropriate to extrapolate to a site abandoned after intensive agriculture in isolation from any other forest. This does not necessarily mean, however, that the 65 studies reviewed here are not representative of tropical SF. Tropical SF are concentrated in areas of high topographic relief that are inappropriate for intensive agriculture (Asner et al., in press). Tropical SF also tends to be located far from roads and close to OG where land is frequently abandoned first (Chazdon, 2003; Chazdon et al., in press). Proximity to OG and benign prior land uses are likely to characterize many tropical SF, perhaps particularly those most likely to escape future conversion to other land uses because they are far from roads and on topographically difficult terrain.

Gardner et al. (2007a) conclude that "whilst speculation about the potential biodiversity value of secondary forest is intellectually stimulating, it detracts from the most pragmatic conservation recommendation that is to assist countries with tropical forest to protect primary forest". We do not contest the importance of primary old-growth forests and the imperative to conserve and protect them. However, degraded and secondary forests now comprise as much as 60 percent of the world’s remaining tropical forests and 42 tropical countries report a greater area of degraded forest than primary forest (FAO, 2006). Disturbed and secondary forests will be critical if these countries are to conserve their biodiversity. The luxury of concentrating conservation efforts solely on old-growth forests is no longer a viable conservation strategy in many tropical countries, and it is essential that we have a better understanding of the potential of secondary and degraded forests to help conserve tropical forest species.
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